
























Nominal Off‐Nominal Nominal Off‐Nominal
HIC 15
5th Female 375 525 375 525
95th Male 325 450 325 450
Head Rotational 
Acceleration [rad/sec2]
5th Female 2,500 4,200 2,500 4,200
95th Male 2,100 3,600 2,100 3,600
Nij
5th Female 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4
95th Male 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4
Peak Neck Axial Tension 
Force [N]2
5th Female 890 – 1,840 765 – 1,580
95th Male 2,000 – 3,390 1,720 – 2,910
Peak Neck Axial 
Compression Force [N]2
5th Female 890 – 2,310 765 – 1,990






5th Female 3,500 4,200 3,000 3,600


















LSTC FE model of 5th percentile female H3
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LSTC FE model and aerospace 5th percentile female H3
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LSTC FE model and aerospace 5th percentile female H3
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ACES helmet finite element model
ACES Helmet
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Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Pulse: 1
Time [sec]
X Rotational Acceleration (52500001)
Y Rotational Acceleration (52500001)
Z Rotational Acceleration (52500001)















Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Pulse: 1
Time [sec]
X Rotational Velocity (52500001)
Y Rotational Velocity (52500001)
Z Rotational Velocity (52500001)












































































































Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Pulse: 1
Time [sec]















































































































































Significant Neck Injury Unlikely

























































Significant Neck Injury Unlikely
























Significant Neck Injury Unlikely
Significant Neck Injury Likely
Axial Compression
Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Crew Position: 1






















Significant Neck Injury Unlikely
Significant Neck Injury Likely
Axial Tension
Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Crew Position: 1
































































































































Case: 8924, H3_5TH_LSTC, Pulse: 1
Time [sec]
X Acceleration (52503304)
Y Acceleration (52503304)
Z Acceleration (52503304)
Resultant Acceleration (52503304)Filter:
108
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Next Steps
• Generate simulation results for remainder of test cases using 
‐ Measured target locations to help position ATD in seat
‐ Measured HIA (sled) impact accelerations to drive model
• Compare test and analysis for
‐ Unsuited ATD
‐ Suited ATD
• Resolve differences between WPAFRL aerospace and NASA automotive 
5th percentile H3
• Determine best modeling practices 
• Determine modeling uncertainty factor (MUF)
